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Abstract—Hadoop is a popular MapReduce implementation
used to analyze large data sets distributed over a huge number
of machines. Fault tolerance is a key feature of Hadoop, and
it is essential to execute representative fault cases for testing
the Hadoop’s dependability. The fault case execution is a hard
task that must be automated since it involves controlling and
monitoring all the Hadoop’s distributed components, and injecting faults according to the components processing steps. To
address this problem, we present HadoopTest, a dependability
testing framework freely available. HadoopTest automates the
execution of fault cases in a real deployment scenario and
validates the Hadoop’s behavior. We show the adequacy and
efficacy of HadoopTest by executing representative fault cases
and identifying Hadoop bugs.
Keywords—Hadoop; MapReduce; Dependability; Test; Fault
Injection

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Hadoop is an open-source implementation of MapReduce,
that is a simplified programming model and the associated implementation for processing and analyzing large-scale data [1].
A growing number of companies uses it to analyse the data
generated by several applications, such as social networks,
data mining, machine learning, log processing, and business
intelligence [2]. Hadoop allows one to use a huge number
of machines easily for the distributed data processing. As
any other large-scale system, Hadoop faces faults frequently
due to several different conditions, e.g., outages, hardware
problems, and bugs [3]. It is designed to detect and handle
those faults; however, it is necessary to test Hadoop to ensure
its dependability.
Dependability testing aims at validating the behavior of
fault tolerant systems, i.e., it aims at finding errors in the implementation or specification of fault tolerant mechanisms [4], [5].
For this purpose, the system is executed on a controlled testing
environment with the injection of artificial faults. A fault
case is the set of requirements for a complete execution and
validation of a system under test while faults are injected[6],
[7]. Two main issues concerning the dependability testing
are: (1) generate representative elements from the potentially
infinite and partially unknown set of possible fault cases and
(2) automate their executions.
In [8], [9] we show how to generate representative fault
cases from a Petri Net model of the Hadoop’s fault tolerance
mechanism. The generated fault cases involve the controlling

and monitoring each distributed Hadoop’s component, the fault
injection according to the components processing steps, and
the validation of the Hadoop’s behavior.
In this work, we describe HadoopTest, a dependability
testing framework that automates the execution of representative fault cases in a real deployment scenario. We show how
HadoopTest controls and monitors all Hadoop’s distributed
components individually. It injects faults according to their
processing steps and validates the system behavior. We show
the HadoopTest adequacy by executing some representative
fault cases and identifying some Hadoop bugs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next session introduces basic concepts, presenting a description
of Hadoop and defining a fault case. Section II-C presents the
representative fault cases. Section III presents our framework
for the dependability testing. Section IV describes the results
through implementation and experimentation. Section V surveys related work. Section VI concludes.

II.

BASIC C ONCEPTS

Hadoop offers a programming environment based on two
high-level functions, map and reduce, and a runtime environment to execute them on a cluster. The Hadoop architecture
includes several TaskTracker components, and one JobTracker
that schedules map and reduce tasks to run at the TaskTrackers.
The Hadoop fault tolerance mechanism identifies faulty
TaskTracker by timeout, and reschedules their tasks to another
healthy TaskTracker. The fault handling differs between tasks
and their processing steps, e.g., if a TaskTracker fails when it
is executing a map task, the JobTracker only reschedules its
task for another TaskTracker; but if a component fails after
executing a map task, the JobTracker reschedules the task for
another TaskTracker and informs all TaskTrackers executing
reduce tasks that they must read the map result from the new
TaskTracker.
Testing the dependability of Hadoop requires to validate its
behavior stimulating its tolerated faults, which by turn requires
explicit control over all its components and their processing
steps. A fault case is a set of components required for a
complete execution and dependability validating of a system.

A. Representative Fault Cases
The representativeness of a fault case is how important it is
to identify bugs on a system under test [10], [11]. We consider
the representative fault cases for the dependability testing of
Hadoop as the generated through an abstraction of its fault
tolerance mechanism. This approach is successfully used by
other systems [6], [7], [12], and guides the generation to a
finite set of actually tolerated fault cases, and that must be
tested to ensure the system dependability.
In [8], we show how to model the Hadoop fault tolerance
mechanism using Petri Nets (PN) [13]. We modeled the
Hadoop components as dynamic items, to be easily inserted
and removed, and to model the independence of these components with their actions and states, i.e., an action can be
executed by any enabled component.
The representative fault cases obtained were composed by
a set of actions that must be executed in parallel, by a set
of components that are instantiated dynamically on run-time.
Therefore, the fault case execution involve the controlling and
monitoring of each distributed Hadoop’s component. The fault
injection according to the components processing steps, and
the validation of the Hadoop’s behavior.
B. Definitions
Definition 2.1 (Fault Case): A fault case is a 4-tuple F =
(C F , AF , RF , O) where: C F = {c0 , c1 , . . . , cn }, and it is a
list of system components; AF = {a0 , a1 , . . . , am }, and it
is a list of actions that can involve fault injections; RF =
{ra0 , . . . , ram }, and it is a list of action results; and O is an
oracle.
The oracle is a mechanism responsible for verifying the
system behavior during a fault case execution, and associating
its result, i.e., a verdict pass, fail or inconclusive. Each
action execution can get the result: success, failure, or timeout
(without response during a time limit). If all action executions
get success, the F verdict is pass. If any action execution
gets failure, the F verdict is fail. But if at least one action
execution gets timeout, the F verdict is inconclusive, making
the test inaccurate for assigning some of the earlier statements
and, moreover, it is necessary to re-run the fault case.
Definition 2.2 (Fault Case Action): A fault case action is
a 7-tuple ai = (h, D, n, C 0 , I, W, t) where:
•

h ∈ N|h 6 |A|, and it is an hierarchical order in which
action ai must execute - actions with same h execute
in parallel;

•

D ⊆ A|∀aj ∈ D : raj = success, and it is a set of
actions that must be successfully executed before ai ,
otherwise the action result rai is failure;

•

n ∈ N|n 6 |C 0 |, and it is the number of success action
results, i.e., the number of action executions to result
success for ai ;

•

C 0 ⊆ C, and it is a set of components that execute ai ;

•

I is a set of instructions or commands executed by the
components;

•

W is an optional instruction or command that is a
trigger required to execute ai ;

•

t is a time to execute ai .

C. A Representative Fault Case Example
Table I shows an example of a representative fault case.
The goal is to validate the MapReduce execution while two
components fail, one when executing a map task and another
when executing a reduce task. This fault case involves four
components C F = {c0 , . . . , c3 } and eight actions AF =
{a0 , . . . , a7 }. The component c0 executes the action a0 to
start the JobTracker. If action a0 succeeds, the components
{c1 , c2 , c3 } execute the action a1 to start the TaskTrackers.
Otherwise, the action a1 finishes and receives the failure result.
This occurs with all actions that have a dependency relation
with a failed action, recursively. Without failed actions, the
process continues, and the component c0 executes a2 that
submits a job. During the job execution: (1) only the first
component (na3 = 1) of {c1 , c2 , c3 } fails when it executes
the map task (Wa3 = runningM ap()), and (2) only the first
component (na4 = 1) of {c1 , c2 , c3 } fails when it executes
the reduce task (Wa4 = runningReduce()). At action a5 ,
c0 validates the job result, comparing the expected with the
obtained. The next actions, a6 and a7 , stop the Hadoop
execution.
III.

H ADOOP T EST

HadoopTest is a test framework to help researchers and
practitioners to execute fault cases automatically. It extends
the PeerUnit testing framework [14]. HadoopTest controls and
monitors all Hadoop’s distributed components. It injects faults
according to their processing steps and validates the system
behavior.
The HadoopTest architecture consists of one coordinator
and several testers. The coordinator controls the execution of
distributed testers. It coordinates the actions of fault cases
and generates the verdict from tester results. Each tester
receives coordination messages, executes fault case actions in
MapReduce components, and returns their results.
Figure 1 shows HadoopTest running a fault case example
for the dependability testing of Hadoop. The coordinator
individually controls the execution of four testers, identified by {t0, ..., t3}. Tester t0 controls the JobTracker component, and each other tester {t1, t2, t3}, controls a TaskTracker instance. Tester t0 submits a job to the jobtracker
that coordinates the TaskTracker components, identified by
{tasktracker0,tasktracker1,tasktracker2}. It assigns the map
function to {tasktracker0,tasktracker1,tasktracker2}, and each
one reads the input data from the files splitted in the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS)[15], applies the user-defined
map function on each split, and creates the outputs locally.
However, tester t2 injects a fault on tasktracker1 while it
executes a map function. The jobtracker assigns the reduce
function to tasktracker0 and tasktracker2, but tester t1 injects
a fault on tasktracker0. Then, only tasktracker2 reads the
map outputs locally or remotely, applies user-defined reduce
function, and then, writes the results to an HDFS file.

TABLE I.
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7

h
1
2
3
3
3
4
5
6

D
∅
{a0 }
{a1 }
{a1 }
{a1 }
{a2 }
{a1 }
{a0 }

n
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

C
{c0 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }
{c0 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }
{c0 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }
{c0 }

A H ADOOP FAULT CASE EXAMPLE
I
startJobT racker()
startT askT racker()
sendJob()
f ailT askT racker()
f ailT askT racker()
assertResult()
stopT askT racker()
stopJobT racker()

W

runningM ap
runningReduce

t
9000
1000
900000
1000
1000
10000
1000
1000

Algorithm 2: Send Messages
Input: A0 , a set of same hierarchical order actions;
RF , a set of action results
Output: nr , a number of success action results
nr ← 0
foreach ai ∈ A0 do
if RF [aj ] = pass, ∀aj ∈ Dai then
Send execute ai for all t ∈ Ta0 i
nr ← nr + nai
else
RF [ai ] ← f ailure
Fig. 1.

HadoopTest running a fault case example

A. The Fault Case Coordination
The fault case execution consists of coordinating and
controlling testers to execute actions in a distributed, parallel
and synchronized way. Algorithm 1 shows the main steps to
coordinate testers to execute a fault case F. For each hierarchical level h, existing in AF , coordinator sends messages
to testers for executing actions in parallel, receives the local
results, and processes them to set the action results, RF . After
executing all actions, the oracle O analyzes RF and assigns a
fault case verdict.
Algorithm 1: Coordination
Input: F, a fault case; M, a map function between
AF and the hierarchical orders of its actions.
Data: nr , a number of success action results; and Rl , a
set of local tester results.
Output: A verdict.
foreach h ∈ M(AF ) do
nr ← SendMessages(M−1 (h), RF )
Rl ← ReceiveResults(M−1 (h), nr )
RF ← ProcessResults(M−1 (h), Rl )
return O(RF )
Algorithm 2 shows the SendMessages function. It receives
a set of actions with the same hierarchical order, checks
the action dependency relations, and if no problems, sends
controlling messages to the specified testers execute them and
returns the required number of success action results.
Algorithm 3 shows the ReceiveResults function. It receives
action results while the required number of success actions
results and the time limit are not achieved. It verifies whether
the result can be considered, checking the number of success
actions results from related action; and returns the set of local
tester results.

return nr

Algorithm 3: Receive Results
Input: A0 , a set of actions; nr , a number of success
action results
Output: Rl , a set of local tester results
while (nr > 0) ∧ (clock < tai , ∀ai ∈ A0 ) do
Receive result r from t and identify its action ai
if (nai = |Ca0 i |) then
nr ← nr − 1
Rl [t] ← r
else
if (nai > 0) then
if (r = success) then
nr ← nr − 1
nai ← nai − 1
Rl [t] ← r
return Rl ;

Finally, Algorithm 4 shows the ProcessResults function. It
processes the local results of actions executed in parallel and
assigns a single result for each action, compounding the set of
action results that it is returned.

B. The Faul Case Action Execution
Algorithm 5 shows the steps to execute a fault case action
by a tester. It receives the coordination message to execute ai .
If the trigger Wai is defined, it waits its execution. After that,
or if Wai is not defined, the tester verifies if the number of
success action results nai is greater than zero, then it executes
the set of instructions Iai and returns its result. Otherwise, it
returns failure.

Algorithm 4: Process Results
Input: A0 , a set of actions; Rl , a set of local results
Output: RF , a set of actions results
foreach ai ∈ A0 do
if nai = 0 then
RF [ai ] ← success
if Rl [c] = success, ∀c ∈ Ca0 i then
RF [ai ] ← success
else
if ∃r ∈ Rl [c] : r = f ailure, ∀c ∈ Ca0 i then
RF [ai ] ← f ailure
else
RF [ai ] ← timeout
return RF ;
Algorithm 5: Fault Case Action Execution
Data: ai , a fault case action
Output: An action execution result
ai ← ReceiveAction()
if Wai 6= N U LL then
Run Wai
if nai > 0 then
return Run Iai
return f ailure

•

timeout is the t attribute and it is a natural number
interpreted as milliseconds.

Listing 1 shows the FaultCaseExample sliced class. It
is a subclass of AbstractHadoop and implements two main
methods of the representative fault case example described in
Table I. The AbstractHadoop class implements the Hadoop
library and provides access to the methods that abstract the
Hadoop programming complexity, e.g., the method failTaskTracker(), that injects a fault in the TaskTracker component.
Listing 1.

Fault Case Class Example

p u b l i c c l a s s F a u l t C a s e e x t e n d s AbstractMR {
...
@TestStep ( o r d e r =3 , d e p e n d =” a1 ” , a n s w e r s =1 ,
r a n g e = ” 0 ” , when = ” ” , t i m e o u t = 9 0 0 0 0 0 )
p u b l i c v o i d a2 ( ) {
sendJob ( ) ;
}
@TestStep ( o r d e r = 3 , d e p e n d = ” a1 ” ,
a n s w e r s = 1 , r a n g e = ”1 −3” ,
when = ” waitMapRun ” , t i m e o u t = 1 0 0 0 )
p u b l i c v o i d a3 ( ) {
failTaskTracker ( ) ;
}
...
}

IV.
C. Writing Fault Cases
A fault case is composed by a set of system components,
a set of fault case actions, a set of action results, and an oracle
(Definition 2.1). HadoopTest provides the set of action results
and the oracle, while obtains the set of system components
from a set of fault case actions. Thus, to deploy a fault case
in HadoopTest is necessary to describe a set of fault actions
and execute it via HadoopTest.
A set of fault case actions is a Java class where each
action is a method marked with the @TestStep annotation. This
annotation has metadata that represent the attributes of a fault
case action. HadoopTest uses reflection to read this metadata
and use them during the fault case execution. The @TestStep
available attributes are:
•

order, that is the h attribute and it is a natural number;

•

depend, that is the D attribute and it is an optional
string composed by a set of methods separated by
comma;

•

answers, that is the n attribute and it is an optional
natural number;

•

range, that is the C 0 attribute and it is a string composed by a set of tester identifiers (natural numbers)
separated by comma, or a natural number range (e.g.,
“1 − 3”), or an asterisk to all testers;

•

when, that is the W attribute and it is a string
composed by a command;

E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

This section presents an evaluation and validation of
HadoopTest through the automatic execution of fault cases for
the Hadoop’s dependability testing. We follow the well-known
properties presented by Arlat et al. [10] to characterize the fault
injection techniques. We generated fault cases from a model
of the Hadoop fault tolerance mechanism, and we use them to
show the HadoopTest adequacy.
The experiments were executed on the Grid5000 platform [16] using up to 200 cluster machines running Debian
GNU/Linux. The cluster machines were connected by a 1 Gbps
network and they had a similar configuration: 2 Intel Xeon
2.6GHz dual-core processors, 8 GB RAM memory and 250
GB SATA HD.
A. Controllability
The controllability property denotes the ability to control
where and when faults are injected. We executed the fault case
example presented in Table I to show the high HadoopTest controllability property. We executed this fault case considering
two setups. In the first, tester 1 failed its TaskTracker because
it was the first to execute a map task, and tester 2 failed its
TaskTracker because it was the first to execute a reduce task.
The fault case verdict was PASS once the Hadoop behavior
was according the specified, and the result was the expected.
In the second setup, we executed the same fault case with
other set of machines. Although the fault case verdict also was
PASS, tester 0 failed its TaskTracker first, instead of tester 1
as before occurred. Hadoop distributed tasks differently in this
setup, but HadoopTest successfully and individually controlled

each Hadoop component, it injected faults according to its
processing steps and validated its behaviors.
HadoopTest enables an apprimorate control of Hadoop
when executing a fault case. We executed two similar fault
cases to show this. Both fault cases have four testers and
two testers fault their TaskTracker when they are executing
a map task. However, in one, the TaskTrackers failed have
the input data, in the other not, i.e., the input data remain at
the TaskTracker online. HadoopTest returned the verdict PASS
in the first fault case, once Hadoop stopped and returned an
error informing that the input data were no longer available. In
the second fault case, the verdict was FAIL because Hadoop
interrupted the execution when the second TaskTracker failed,
although the input data remained in the other active TaskTracker. The correct behavior would be to schedule the tasks
to the active TaskTracker, but Hadoop did not do it due to a
corruption of a control file.

and varied the map tasks number in each execution. Figure 2
shows the average execution time of PiEstimator running
on Hadoop and HadoopTest. HadoopTest confirms its high
nonintrusiviness once presents a minimal impact controlling
Hadoop during the fault cases executions.

B. Time Measurement
HadoopTest enables to acquire and use timing information
associated to the monitored events, e.g., measurement of
error detection latency. We detected that Hadoop does not
use some configuration attributes that would be to detect
component faults. We set the mapreduce.task.timeout attribute
to one minute, but Hadoop spent about thirteen minutes to
forward a failed map task. The same occurred with other
timeout attributes to detect fault components, except mapreduce.JobTracker.expire.trackers.interval that could be successfully used to set the fault component detection latency.
We executed another fault case to validate the Hadoop
behavior when the input data were no longer available, i.e.,
all components that store data fail. This fault case has one
JobTracker and two TaskTracker that store the input data.
Both TaskTrackers fail when executing a map task, and as
there no other TaskTracker, JobTracker should interrupt the
execution and return an error, but it does not occur. Hadoop did
not interrupt the job execution for until thirteen hours, when
HadoopTest interrupted the sendJob execution by timeout and
the fault case verdict was FAIL.
C. Nonintrusiveness
The nonintrusiveness property relates to the level of avoiding or minimizing any undesired impact on the SUT behavior.
HadoopTest presents a high nonintrusiveness since it does not
need to alter the Hadoop source code to deploy any fault case.
HadoopTest uses the Hadoop scripts to start and stop their
components, uses local logs as a trigger to activate a fault
injection, and uses the kill bash command to inject a fault.
The AbstractHadoop class provides these cited functions and
can be implemented by intention, e.g., use another tool to inject
faults or Aspect-Oriented Programming [17] to activate a fault
injection.
PiEstimator is an application bundled into Hadoop and
calculates the π value. We evaluated the HadoopTest impact
by executing this application by two ways. In the first, we
executed Hadoop alone to know the raw execution time, and
in the second, we executed Hadoop by HadoopTest to evaluate
the overhead produced during testing. We used 10, 50, 100 and
200 machine-nodes on the Grid5000 to realize this experiment,

Fig. 2.

Execution time variance between Hadoop and HadoopTest

D. Repeatability and Reproducibility
The repeatability is the ability to accurately reproduce
fault cases, and reproducibility is the ability to reproduce
results statistically for a given set-up. HadoopTest presents
high repeatability and reproducibility since all fault cases are
fully repeatable and reproducible. We execute at least three
times all fault cases presented here and we obtained the same
results in all executions1 .
E. Efficacy
The efficacy property is the ability to produce significant
fault cases. Our approach achieves a high efficacy since it
generates representative fault cases from the model of the
Hadoop fault tolerance mechanism, ensuring to exercised it
entirely. Moreover, HadoopTest executed fault cases in real
deployment scenarios automatically and identified bugs in
Hadoop by executing only some fault cases.
V.

R ELATED W ORK

Hadoop related testing frameworks are not applicable to
the dependability testing. MRUnit [18] and Herriot [19] provide a set of interfaces that validates small system parts,
e.g., a method or a function. Herriot was proposed to be a
large-scale automated test framework but its Csallner et al.
[20] systematically search the bad-defined map and reduce
functions, possibly identified by component faults. Others,
evaluate Hadoop execution by log analysis to detect Hadoop
performance problems [21], [22], [23], [24]. Although, these
approaches evaluate Hadop functionality and performance,
they do not automatically execute fault cases and validate the
system dependability.
Related work to Hadoop dependability generate fault cases
randomly or by the Test Engineer [25], [26], [27]. These
1 Execution

logs are available at http://goo.gl/mfKYH

approaches are inadequate for the dependability testing of Hadoop systems because they disregard the internals of the fault
tolerance mechanism, i.e., they ignore the behavior of fault
recovery protocols regarding the different processing steps,
e.g., they inject faults in some machines (fails 3 of 10) for
some period (from 30 to 40 sec). They can evaluate system
behavior but they cannot test system dependability.
The dependability of other distributed systems is evaluated
by fault cases systematically generated from source code, but
even applying pruning techniques they are too costly and they
limit the fault cases to few concurrent faults [28], [29], [30].

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

VI.

C ONCLUSION

We exposed and analyzed the problem of testing the
Hadoop dependability. We presented HadoopTest, a dependability testing framework that executes fault cases in
real deployment scenarios automatically. We showed how
HadoopTest controls and monitors all Hadoop distributed
components individually, injects faults according to their processing steps, and validates the system behavior. We showed
the adequacy of HadoopTest by executing some representative
fault cases and identifying some Hadoop bugs. We believe our
framework is promising for testing other distributed systems,
and we plan primarily to test other Hadoop-based systems,
such as HadoopDB and Hive.

[11]

[12]

[13]
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